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A.A. TROOPS SUCCESSFUL ACTION AGAINST RECENT LUFTWAFFE ATTACKS

Troops behind Anti-Aircraft Command’s searchlights helped gunners to shoot deem

five enemy planes when ti c Luftwaffe resumed raids on coast towns during the post week.

It was one of the most successful periods that the searchlight sites hove hod

since the Battle of Britain raids three years ago.

In three days at the beginning of the past 'week the searchlights gunners of

A.A.Command:

Destroyed a Dornier 217 with machine gun fire;
Were themselves attacked by reiders diving down the beam,
Enabled the heavy A.A.guns to engage midnight bombers they illuminated,
Mode aircraft recognition simple,

Helped friendly aircraft in distress to land safely#

Searchl ight-illumina ted raiders give the heavy A.A, gunners a great chance. At

one south coast town raided on Sunday night by a small number of Ju.88s, Do*2l7s and

Heinkell 111, the A,A.batteries "were shooting at planes so clearly illuminated in the

beams of many searchlights that it was a "seen” shoot for the gunners, just as in

daylight.

The A.T.S., 'who man mixed battery Command Post predictors, height finders and

"spotters", made the fullest use of the searchlight concentrations, their instruments

accurately laying the gun direct on to the seen night raider instead of the invisible

one.

An official A,A, Command report of that night's raid states: "The searchlights

were excellent throughout and enabled targets to be recognised and engaged almost con-

tinuously, Many illuminations of 30 to 100 seconds were observed,"

The attacks of German raiders have altered greatly since the heavy raids of two

years ago*. Heights, for instance, varied in the past week from 500 to 36,000 feet,
and evasive action, trying to hide from the searchlight beams, from slight weaving to

violent twists and dives when once picked up.

One searchlight site, commanded by a Battle of Britain man, Sergeant Arthur

Begernie, aged 24 of Gidea Park, Essex, was attacked by a Dornier which flew down

their beam. "My bombardier and I went for our machine guns and let him have it as he

flew overhead and up again. His guns were aimed at our light all the time, even the

reargunner having a go at us. Then the plane climbed again to circle for another

dive. It never began it. Just as it turned it burst into flames and went down too

fast for the light to follow,"

The guns, which kept up a very high rate of fire, have had to cope with power

dives and glide attacks, single midnight raiders and, in daylight on Monday evening,

a high flying "recco" plane* -

This plane, flying at 36,000 feet (nearly seven miles) was one of Germany's

latest Me,109 Gs, which are made at the Wiener Neustadt, near Vienna, factory which

was battered in a Liberator raid recently

The Me. 109 G, was carefully guarded b y- the Germans, who sent two other planes

to escort it over the channel to make a photographic "recco". The Me ,109 G, was

shot -down by A,A. guns.

This is the first time that a Me,109 G. has been shot down over this country.

MILITARY AFFAIRS

NOTE-; Pictures are available from B*I,P.P.A,


